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Political setup demands to use Twittersphere for preserving itsreputation because of significant twitter audience, which followscelebrities and political figures. In this perspective, political figuresfrequently use twitter to highlight their political as well as personallives worldwide. However, political figures take the stardom statusamong the twitter audience that follow, retweet and comment by theirfans.  The purpose of this study is, to analyze what kind of language,level of interest is made by political figures while communicating viatwitter, text, phrases and languages used by political figures, and dotheir tweets contribute in their reputation. The qualitative contentanalysis is used for evaluation of the interests shared by PM ImranKhan, PM Boris John Son and PM Narendra Modi with the key words oftweets. A well-established coding sheet is developed for the analysis oftext, phrases and words in the frames of negative, positive and neutralfrom March 2020 to May 2020. The results are demonstrating on thebasis of content shared by Prime Ministers of three countries i.e., FromPakistan, Imran Khan, United Kingdom, Johnson Boris and India,Narendra Modi on twitter. The findings also reveal that varied issuesdiscussed in tweets, significantly positive and neutral words areselected by these political figures. PM Imran tweeted more negativetweets than PM Boris Johnson and PM Narendra Modi. However, PMBoris Johnson and PM Narendra Modi make significant positive andneutral tweets. It is observed that political figures are conscious abouttheir personal reputation while tweeting. It also revealed that theissues and tweets shared by these leaders contribute to their personalreputation.
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IntroductionDigital media have become an integral part of public communication, people preferto use digital media technologies for information and communication all over the world (Gilde et al., 2019). Digital media tools like Twitter, Facebook, My Space, and blogging are
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prominently used to influence and engage people in the spheres of politics by politicalfigures (Grant et al., 2010). The worth of digital media can be seen in political scenario dueto the usage of social platforms like Facebook and Twitter by political figures. As believethat these social platforms have the potential to highlight the political participation andpolitical consciousness positively (Stieglitz et al., 2012). Digital media has given a newdimension to political communication and political discourse strategies (Kurt &Karaduman, 2012). Digital media have given an opportunity to political figures and publicto be involved themselves in political discourse at personal as well as public level (Khan &Shami, 2019).A coin has two sides, similarly, where digital media is being used by people forpolitical awareness and updates, on the other hand, political figures who have, to someextent, authority, or influence in a society are also engaged for highlighting their politicalactivities for positive image building and maintaining their personal reputation via digitalmedia (Wolfsfeld, 2015). It is argued that digital media have become one of the mostpowerful tools for political figures. They are utilizing digital media for different purposeslike connection with public, highlight their plans and programs, declare their decisions andmainly for the purpose of personal reputation. The trend to use digital media for politicaldiscourse among political figures started by Barack Obama then Donald Trump and manypolitical figures get advantage with the frequent usage of digital media for their personalpolitical reputation (Park et al, 2020). Digital media enable political figures to directlycommunicate with their political audience and let them know about their views, plans,projects and even their personal lives. At the same time, digital media can be a threat forpolitical figures to ruin their reputation, lesser their vote bank and destroying their imageamong the people. As a channel of two-way communication, digital media also provideopportunity to the public to know their political representatives as well as to keep an eyeon their activities and even question their acts. Digital media have contributed toconnecting and mobilizing like-minded individuals for different socio-political affairs.However, while distributing informative and mobilizing messages, digital media also raisesconcern over the dissemination of misinformation and the information that has negativepersonal and have political impacts that is why political figures are more concerned todisseminate such content on digital media which never destroy their image but good fortheir personal as well as political image (Gil de Zúñiga & Chen, 2019).  Since politics ismoving onto the digital media in force, people’s perceptions and decisions are gettinghighly influenced by the image of the politicians portrayed by the politicians themselves.People tend to believe what they see on digital media, and political figures seem to takegood advantage of online reputation. The attributes including the credibility of politicalfigures, intelligence, ideology and narrative, and biological information are exposedthrough communication over digital media. These attributes are evaluated by their publicwhich has a great impact on their political career as well (Shami & Ashfaq, 2019). However,in contemporary era, political figures have started using digital media to reach the public(Shami & Ashfaq, 2019; Chi & Yang, 2011; Williams & Gulati, 2010). They use digital mediato connect with the public and convey their narrative. However, it's seemed that sometimestheir activity on digital media lead them towards controversy or affect their reputation.Many researches have been conducted studies on corporate reputation management, butpersonal political reputation management is considered to be a neglected area in thepolitical communication. There is no relative research work found to define principlesabout what type of content can affect the reputation in a positive way. Thus, this study
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aimed to analyse the content published and shared on digital media by political figures andit caused with their reputation.Primarily, this research is aimed to examine, for what purpose political figures areusing digital Twittersphere. As mentioned by Karamat and Farooq (2016), the mostpopular and common channel for digital media communication are Facebook and Twitterin Pakistan. Twitter is mostly used for political communication for uploading tweets,photos, videos and interacting with public, it was developed in 2006 and became mostpopular and trendy in the arena of politics. Moreover, to explore the activities of politicalfigures that have the potential to influence their reputation. Limiting the scope of theresearch area to politicians’ digital media communication, this research has examined thepattern of digital media usage particularly twitter by political figures to identify theirinterest level what kind of information they want to share, selection of words they use intheir communication. There are theoretical and practical implications of this study for thefield of political communication, celebrity studies and twitter communication.
Political Reputation ManagementThis study examines how political figures are getting benefit by using social mediafor their political and personal reputation by investigating the existing body of literature.Jiang (2016) studied that there is a strong relation between digital media and politicalparticipation. It is observed that digital media have a strong influence in molding andchanging the public perception towards politics. This is enhancing the value of politics andelection concentration among the public. Public have started more relying on digital mediafor getting political news than to traditional media. No doubt, digital media have increasedthe voting turn out among the public. So, this medium is not only becoming popular amongthe public but also frequently using by political figures for their personal and politicalreputation.Khan and Shami (2019) argue that the scenario of practicing politics has beenchanged due to the emergence of technology enhancement. The best part of social media is,it regards the two-way communication between politicians and public.It also criticallyanalyze how social media is being used by political figures in Pakistan. It is also suggestedthat what type of researches can be done in the domain of social media and politics. It isconcluded that the significance of new media cannot be ignored in the domain of politics,to the upcoming information and communication.Shami and Ayesha (2019) studied that  political leaders are more relying on digitalmedia as compare to traditional media for political reputation, maintain their connectionwith their public. It is argued that political leaders are using digital media though whichthey can increase their voters list and strengthen their relationship with public andmaintain their public image. Many scholars (Marshall, 2010; Thomas, 2014) believe thatreputation is very crucial in political discourse as compare to any other industry. It ispertinent to mention that positive repute never means, more visibility on digital media, butone has to be more trustworthy and credible. This research mainly focus on what type ofrepute are gaining by MNAs of Pakistan on Facebook and Twitter. Also focusing on howcredible MNAs are considered in the eyes of public and what type of response they aregetting by public on their tweets and posts. The scholarship is also premeditated to examine
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that which medium either Facebook or Twitter gets more supportive comments from theaudience for the political leaders.Dasli (2019) explained that initially, it was considered social media which can onlybe used for the purpose of entertainment and amusement, but gradually the importance ofthis new medium is realized for other domains as well particularly in politics. Most of thepoliticians started to use this new media for improving their image building and forsuccessful election campaigns worldwide. The most important benefit of social media is toconnect a large audience in a very short time. It maintains the two-way relationshipbetween public and politicians, effective for getting instant response from the public.Moreover, the demand of politicians to target the young audience can easily be achieved.Kamasaka et al. (2019) explored by using self-administrative questionnaire from397 employees of 96 Turkish companies and find that the involvement of politics incorporate sector is a prolific activity. Most of the companies are engaged in corporatepolitical activities (CPA) with non-commercial partners such as political institutions,government bodies, bureaucrats just to improve their business opportunities and positiveimage building of the companies. Previous studies revealed that companies involvepoliticians in the process of corporate activities which is beneficial for them to reduce thetax charges. Furthermore, to involve politicians in the corporate boards like othercorporate political activities i.e., lobbying and contribution in political campaigns, are morehelpful. Tasențe (2020) explored Facebook is considered to be a helpful and active platformfor the purpose of socialization among the public, It also has become a very importantplatform for image building of political figures. Due to the emergence of social media, theconcepts of maintaining, sustaining, building and fixing the image or increasing the socialimage are related concepts in Marketing, Public Relations and Advertising and frequentlyused in the real world. It is noted that these concepts in social media particularly onFacebook have been replaced by "reputation management” in the current scenario.Park et al. (2020) demonstrated that the politicians use digital media for politicalcommunication and online reputation to attract public to cast the votes. This is the reason,nowadays, mostly politicians are actively engaged on digital media to directly interact withtheir public and to run their political as well as personal campaigns. Digital media provedto be very productive for political reputation in the U.S. presidential campaign in 2008. In2010, election ceremony in U.S. (22%) adults were engaged in the ceremony via twitter. Sodigital media is a productive way for politicians to interact with adults. After the victory ofBarack Obama, he delivered his victory speech on twitter which was retweeted about810,000 times.
Online Reputation ManagementRob Brown (2010) demonstrated a study to define various tips and strategies tobuild the personal reputation. He argued that in today’s highly competitive world of lowtrust, low loyalty and access to information & technology, reputations can be made or beatovernight. The way to increase political party or an organization reputation, there are onlyonline platforms which can help out to maintain and sustain the image and reputation of aparty in this competitive environment, where there is a rush of multiple same parties or
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organizations are available in the political market.  As a result, the practice of reputationmanagement has boosted specifically due to the online environment.Lovejoy et al. (2012) conducted the risk factors of reputation due to the emergenceof social media. The use of social media in current environment for reputation has morethreats and challenges as compare to conventional media. Moreover, social media can havenotable effects on group‐level strategic endeavor, which cannot be avo ided in order to getsuccess in this modern and competitive environment.Oncioiu et al., (2020) studied that online reputation is a dynamic process for everyorganization, country or political party. It is found that online reputation plays a vital rolein failure and success of the organization or political party. This study was aimed to designwhat role is played by corporate social responsibility (CSR) in building online reputation?How online reputation affects the financial performance of organization or country? Isonline reputation predictable? It is concluded that online reputation is the great strategyfor improving and sustaining the image and reputation of the organization or the countryby monitoring online activities. Econometric approach is used to propose the model for roleof corporate social responsibility in building and sustaining online reputation particularlyfor economic benefits of a country or organization. However, in the current era, the leadersof the country give significant emphasis on the investment or corporate relations with othercountries that is judged by their supporters as significant leader of their country, whichintends to bring economic prosperity for them.Syed Alwi et al. (2020) assert that corporate sector has to face the challenge ofdigital society with other challenging factors as well. To survive with the competitiveenvironment, adoption of digital media is a dire need of corporate market. Digital mediaone side it transforms the patterns of socialization, on the other side it has changed thepractices of technical capabilities as well. The perspective of reputation management seemsto be redefined due to the emergence of digital society. In this new age of technology, thereis a need to change the tools and tactics to interact with the potential stakeholders withhelp of digital platforms like YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn. This study addressesthe following questions by using metanalysis technique.
Theoretical FrameworkThe Present research is supported by Reputation theory. Reputation theorysuggests that a social entity (e.g., a person, an organization) engages in several reputation-related processes. It actively monitors reputations both by its own and by others (Bromley1993; Emler 1990). Evidence suggests that every social entity indeed is interested inmonitoring their own reputation (Bromely 1993; Leuthesser 1988). Monitoring of an entity(i.e., a digital media and reputation management of public figures) is important because itgives rise to perceptions of the extent to which the entity's reputation is good or bad.Researchers applied this theory on political figures, using twitter as a digital platform tocommunicate  their public. Reputation management theory has given direction to thisresearch in a way how twitter is used for personal reputation by political figures. It isanalyzed that what is the impact of communication via twitter on personal reputation ofpolitical figures. For this purpose, this research went through measuring the majorinterests of political figures of Imran Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan, Boris Johnson, Prime
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Minster of United Kingdom and Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India using twitter, andthe language particularly selection of their words while tweet, and observe its effect ontheir reputation.
Material and MethodsThis research examined the content shared by political figures to know the majorareas of their interest and the manner in which they communicate on twitter. Contentanalysis is used to sort out the major interests of political figures on twitter and to analysethe selection of words in the content shared by them, with the reference of personalreputation. The method began with analysing the major interest of political figures. Thecontent shared by political figures on twitter is analyzed for a specified time period of threemonths. The keywords of content in their tweets are noted down, and on the basis of thesekeywords, major interests of political figures using twitter are determined. This researchmethod also helped out to identify the selection of words in content shared by politicalfigures. For this purpose, a coding sheet is designed of three categories e.g., positive,negative, neutral and the words according to their nature are put in the relevant category.Time frame of analysis of three months period starting from March 2020 to May 2020.Sample size is three political figures of different countries i.e., Imran Khan, Prime Ministerof Pakistan, Boris Johnson, Prime Minister of United Kingdom and Narendra Modi, PrimeMinister of India. Purposive sampling technique is employed in this study. Results arepresented in graphical form.
Results and discussionFigure 1 indicates the major interests of political figures on Twittersphere.#International Relations is about the relations with neighbouring and acquaintancenations. It also includes strategic and economic relations. All political figures are found tocommunicate, in their official capacity, about the affairs and interests of their states withother states. #International affairs include the stance and narrative about global andinternational events. Political figures are found to communicate with their public regardingcurrent global scenarios and events. This is found the most active topic among all thepolitical figures as the demand of the current situation. Many posts are related to the#Covid-19 updates, development and awareness during this pandemic situation. As thetime frame of this study covers the time of the global pandemic, Covid-19, this interest hasbeen dominant in the digital communication of political figures. This interest includes theappeals for #relief funding during the pandemic. As this global pandemic caused theeconomic collapse globally, the political figures provoked their public to raise funds tosupport their government in the current situation.This interest comprises the appreciationand encouragement for the healthcare workers working on the front lines in Covid-19pandemic. The political figures appreciated healthcare workers efforts in this crucial timeand asked their public to support them by following the SOPs.The political figures, in theirofficial capacities, frequently shared progressive and development plans regarding the#economic, #industrial, and #political reforms to cope up this critical situation in thisCovid-19 pandemic. Unignorable interest by all political figures. It includes the politicalscenario within a state and the activities of different political parties. The political figuresfrequently communicated about the #domestic political parties and their activities.#Human rights majorly include minorities’ rights within a state, civil rights, and women’s
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rights. The political figures found to be positive and optimistic regarding human rights intheir Twittersphere (see Fig.1).

Figure 1. Major Interests of Political figures PM Imran Khan, PM Boris Johnson andPM Narendra Modi on Twittersphere. Modified from the twitter template, source Ditch hattextbook (2021).Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan found to be interested in communicatingabout Covid-19 and development, international relations, international affairs, Covid-19relief fund, domestic politics, and human rights (as shown in figure 1).

Figure 2. Major interests of @ PM Imran KhanThe UK’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson found to be interested in communicatingabout Covid-19 and development, healthcare support, Covid-19 relief fund, domesticpolitics, and human rights. He seemed more interested in awareness about the Covid-19and supporting national healthcare service (as reflects in figure 3).
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Figure 3. Major Interests @PM Boris JohnsonIndia’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi found to have interested in communicatingmostly about economic and industrial reforms, Covid-19 and the development,international relations, healthcare Support, Covid-19 relief fund, and domestic politics (asshown in figure 3).

Figure 4 - Major Interests @PM Narendra ModiTwittersphere is quite common among political figures. The presentation on digitalmedia platforms helps them to manage their reputation. The content shared by politicalfigures are examined that how the content shared by them, particularly their language andselection of words, helps them in managing their reputation on twitter. It was observed thatthe political figures tend to communicate very carefully, and their content majorly containssuch words and phrases that has no or minimum negative impact. (44.62%) of their contenthas positive words and phrases that help them to portray a positive image of themselves.The percentage of using such words which have negative or bad impact had been recorded(23.77%). The percentage of the words and phrases in their content has neutral impact is
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(31.59%) (as shown in table 1). It is noted that political figures tend to use such wordswhich have more positive impact in order to maintain their positive image and personalreputation (see figure 5).

Figure 5. Selection of words by political figures on twitterPrime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan found to be used words and phrases whichhave bad or negative impact more frequently than others. The content shared by him had(32.53%) of negative words or phrases. The positive and neutral words had been recorded(33.13%) and (34.33%) respectively (as shown in table 2.1).

Figure 5. Selection of words, phrases and text on Twittersphere on positive, negative andneutral framesPrime Minister of United Kingdom Boris Johnson found to be used more positivewords in his content. It was found that (57.69%) of his content having positive words andphrases. Negative content (13.46%) of this Twittersphere found whereas (28.84%) neutralwords and phrases (as shown in Fig. 5). A major portion of content shared by Indian PrimeMinister Narendra Modi had positive words. He found to be used positive words andphrases more frequently than other politicians. (58.42%) of his content had positive words
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and only (13.48%) found to have negative words and phrases. Neutral content (28.08%)recorded (as shown in Figure 5). Twittersphere is an effective means to communicatepresently. It is considered that twitter is the most popular and frequently used platform forthe purpose of political communication. Political figures actively utilize this platform tocommunicate with their public to maintain their personal reputation as well as politicalactivities. International Relations, international affairs, Covid-19 and development,healthcare support, domestic politics, reforms and human rights are major interests ofpolitical figures to communicate on twitter. For political activism, digital media (twitter) isneed of the hour for the political figures, this platform is also very beneficial to let publicknow about their personal life, narrative and daily activities of the political figures. Publicare always very keen to know about the personal activities of political figures as samepolitical figures want to connect their public directly. In this regard, twitterphere isconsidered to be an appropriate and suitable medium for both political figures and public.So, they utilize this opportunity to make harmonic relationship with their public that canhelp them in obtaining their political position, image and reputation in a positive way.Political figures tend to communicate in a manner that does not have potential to harm theirreputation on twitter by using very watchful, positive and soft words rather to speak outabruptly. They put maximum effort to avoid such activities, language, words and phrasesthat can challenge their reputation on twitter. It is found that Narender Modi (Primeminister of India) is much conscious about using twitter by uploading more positive andsoft words as compare to Imran Khan (Prime minister of Pakistan) and Boris Johnson(Prime minister of United Kingdom). Whereas, Imran Khan (Prime minister of Pakistan)has less ratio of using positive words on twitter comparatively. Although all three politicalfigures (Imran Khan, Boris Johnson and Narendra Modi) have somehow same majorinterests of communication on twitter.
ConclusionIn the age of Twitterphere, Political figures are realizing the power of digital mediaparticularly twitter and using it for their personal reputation and positive image building.In this research, twitter was selected as a unit of analysis, to study using digital media bypolitical figures for personal reputation and image building.  The tweets of political figuresfor the period of three months were analyzed and extracted the keywords used by politicalfigures and the nature of their language used in the tweets, to understand their majorinterests of communication. It is also extracted the words used in the content shared bypolitical figures and categorized them into positive negative and neutral that arecontributing to their reputation. After processing the collected data, it is noted that all threepolitical figures Prime Minster(s) Imran Khan, Boris Johnson and Narendra Modi areutilizing Twittersphere more frequently to communicate and interact with their public.This research found that political figures frequently and intentionally use more positivewords and phrases that have potential to help them in managing their reputation andportraying a positive image of themselves.
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